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Scanning for life
IMAGINE...A breast imaging method that is painless, non-invasive, does not touch the breast,
uses no harmful ionizing radiation, can be repeated as often as necessary, and helps to
differentiate cancer from benign lesions.
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differentiate cancer from benign lesions.

Why is an adjunct needed?
Each year, over one million women are diagnosed

Multimodality breast cancer detection technologies

with breast cancer; thousands die from it. Worldwide,

are being applied to improve detection methods, to

breast cancer is the most frequent cancer in women.

compensate for inherent reader variation errors, and

The incidence of breast cancer is on the rise globally,

to find safer methods for screening younger women.

prompting significant programs to detect and treat

Despite these efforts, current modalities have yet

the disease at the earliest possible times when inter-

to improve outcomes.

ventions may be most effective.

Negative biopsy rates range from 60–80%, indicating

Breast imaging is considered the primary medical

that many women are being subjected to unnecessary

procedure to evaluate women with signs suggesting

and traumatic procedures. The “unnecessary” biop-

breast cancer. Mammography screening has been

sies add significant costs to health delivery systems

credited with saving lives, but the modality may miss

and insurers and women subjected to negative biop-

10% to 15% of breast cancers. And it is well-known

sies, while accepting of the triage procedure,

that mammography has low accuracy in women with

undergo mental and physical traumas.

dense breasts, who constitute 40% of the at-risk
population.

There are important clinical, emotional, health, and
economic reasons to consider adjunctive breast
cancer detection technologies.

Current Issues
• Doctors can’t rely on currently available imaging methods to find breast cancer—especially in dense breasts.
• Patients who are biopsied ‘unnecessarily’ undergo serious emotional and physical burdens.
• Our healthcare systems incur substantial cost penalties for inaccurate diagnoses.
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CTLM
Benefits
CTLM exams do not require breast

A Unique View of Physiology via Imaging Angiogenesis

compression; the CTLM does not

The CT Laser Mammography (CTLM )

CTLM provides functional information to

is painless.

system is a dramatically new approach to

the diagnostician—information that is not

There is no exposure to harmful

imaging breast cancer. CTLM uses laser

available through X-ray or ultrasound

x-rays. CTLM studies have been

light projected through the breast and

exams. This information may help in man-

designated as non-significant

sophisticated software to construct an

aging the patient’s case and in determin-

risk (NSR) studies by the US FDA.

image that can help a diagnostician

ing the course of further diagnostic exams

CTLM technology is especially

determine whether or not breast cancer

or treatment.

beneficial when imaging women

®

is present.

The detection and characterization of

Unlike x-ray mammography or ultrasound

angiogenesis may provide insight into the

techniques, which image the structures

process of tumor growth and may some-

of the breast, CTLM images the blood

day enable physicians to detect early-stage

distribution in the breast, to detect the

tumors and other breast abnormalities.

even touch the breast. The exam

with dense breasts.

new blood vessels (angiogenesis)
required for cancerous
lesions to grow.

CAUTION: Investigational device. Limited by Federal Law to investigational use.
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The Science Behind
CT Laser Scanning
The Angiogenesis Process
Angiogenesis is the process by which new blood vessels are
formed in response to a chemical signal sent out by cancerous
tumors. This process provides the new blood supply tumors
need to grow.
In essence, the CTLM system creates images through measuring
laser light absorption by hemoglobin. The laser is tuned to the
NIR wavelength at which oxygenated and deoxygenated blood
absorb light. CTLM image data may show both normal breast
vascularity and areas of angiogenesis.
Because the area of angiogenesis is often larger than the tumor
The Angiogenesis Process
Top images based on artwork originally created for the National Cancer Institute. Bottom
images, artwork originally created for the National Cancer Institute. Reprinted with permission
of the artist, Jeanne Kelly. Copyright 2002.

itself, CTLM may also detect the presence of tumors that might
be undetectable with conventional x-ray mammography.

Imaging Today
The limitations of x-ray mammography and ultrasound are well

Despite these innovations, there are only five core imaging

documented and have led many diagnosticians to embrace

modalities: X-ray, CT x-ray, ultrasound, MR, and nuclear medi-

the full spectrum of imaging methods to improve results.

cine. While each modality may hold a promising position in

In recent years, advances in imaging have led to the development of digital mammography devices, computer-aided

breast imaging, none represents a fundamentally new way to
image breast disease.

detection (CAD) techniques, higher-resolution ultrasound

By replacing the x-ray tube with a laser, using optical detec-

instruments, color flow Doppler ultrasound breast exams,

tors, and a more complex image reconstruction algorithm,

magnetic resonance (MR) breast studies, and nuclear medicine

a revolutionary new imaging modality was created: CTLM

and positron emission tomography (PET) breast procedures.

is the sixth imaging modality. CT laser breast imaging is

New research is ongoing in x-ray tomosynthesis, electrical

designed to serve as an adjunct to mammography, particularly

impedance imaging and ultrasound elastography techniques.

in dense breasts, adding functional to structural information
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Laser scanning electronics. Detectors are
arrayed around the breast in a CT-like design.

CT and CTLM
CT Laser Mammography is a CT-like system because it images the breast in cross-sectional slices, just as
a conventional CT scans the body. CT 3-D volume imaging of the breast can improve clinical visualization
just as CT body imaging surpassed most conventional x-ray procedures. The CT volume imaging design
enables tomographic separation of each slice, allowing the areas of interest to be seen without the
obstruction of overlying tissues.
During a CTLM exam, the patient’s breast is suspended naturally and comfortably into an opening on the
Scanning Bed. Once positioned, the laser and detectors quietly circumnavigate the breast from chest wall
to nipple while recording volumetric image data. The resulting scans are viewed on a 3-D workstation with
CT-like window and level controls.

for a more complete picture. This additional information may
help determine whether a lesion seen on a mammogram,
ultrasound, or MRI is cancerous and may also indicate the
presence of lesions that were not seen by other methods.
Because of the revolutionary nature of CTLM technology, and
the prospect of imaging human tissue with lasers, the system
is subject to the US FDA approval process. However, the
CTLM system is approved for sale throughout the international
markets.

CTLM Diagnostic Display
CAUTION: Investigational device. Limited by Federal Law to investigational use.
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Clinical Case Studies
Multimodality Cases

High-grade Neuroendocrine Carcinoma

Invasive Ductal Carcinoma

Gazi University, Ankara, Turkey

Udine University, Udine, Italy

A 51-year-old with a history of right mastectomy (IDC). Mammography of the left breast

A 48-year-old with no clinical findings. Mammog

shows a large, round, lobulated, noncalcified dense mass filling the breast. Ultrasound

clustered microcalcifications (crushed stone-like

confirms the presence of a lobulated 8x5 cm mass with heterogenous matrix.

Ultrasound of the same area shows a 10 mm hyp

CTLM Findings: Large spherical volume of angiogenesis at the same geographic location

some small hyperechoic spots. Peripheral and in

(arrows).

same geographic area shows increased and earl

IDSI Comment: It was impossible on the mammogram or the ultrasound study to deter-

mm), with irregular borders.

mine if this mass was malignant. CTLM immediately confirms the presence of extensive

CTLM Findings: Spherical volume of angiogene

angiogenesis.

in the same location, 1 to 3 o’clock (arrows).

IDSI Comment: The volume of angiogenesis sho

Usually the volume of angiogenesis is larger tha
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Cystosarcoma Phyllodes
Catholic University, Rome, Italy

hy of the left breast shows extensive
casting-type) in upper outer quadrant.

A 60-year-old with no family history of breast cancer and a palpable, right retroareolar
mass, with rapid growth in 1 year. No skin or lymph node involvement. Mammography

hoic mass with ill-defined margins and

shows a large (6 cm), round, high-density mass, with predominantly well-defined margins.

al vascularization is seen. MRI in the

No associated calcifications, no evidence of additional masses, and no skin thickening is

homogeneous enhancement (40x35

onnected to a very large drainage vein

by MRI and CTLM is virtually identical.

e tumor itself.

identified. Ultrasound: Complex mass, with anechoic portions, septae and mural nodularity.
Enhancement is noted deep to the lesion; there is no architectural distortion, no overlying
skin thickening, bilateral normal size and appearance of lymph nodes. Doppler ultrasound
demonstrates flow within the mural nodularity of the mass. MRI: Round mass with irregular
peripheral and nodular enhancement; no other suspicious enhancing foci.
CTLM Findings: High light absorption in the area of mural nodes. No light absorption in
the cyst area (arrow).
IDSI Comment: The CTLM study reveals particularly well that this huge mass has virtually
no vascularity in its center but has a peripheral “shell” of angiogenesis thicker superiorly.

CAUTION: Investigational device. Limited by Federal Law to investigational use.
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CTLM: A Powerful New
Diagnostic Imaging Tool
Heterogeneously or extremely dense breasts comprise approximately 40% of all breasts. Mammographic sensitivity is very low
in dense breasts, ranging from 24.5 to 37%.
CTLM, however, is unaffected by the density of the breast and
has the potential to detect occult cancers in these difficult cases,
thereby increasing sensitivity.

A cranio-caudal mammogram of the heterogeneously dense right breast does not reveal any
abnormality.
The cranio-caudal CTLM demonstrates two large
areas of angiogenesis close to the chest wall.
A biopsy was performed which confirmed the
presence of infiltrating DCIS.

CTLM Adjunct to Mammography

“

The differentiation between benign and malignant lesions requires better functional information, not better anatomical information. CTLM provides the answer to the urgent problem of

”

finding and differentiating between cancer and benign tissues within the breast.

Eric Milne, MD, FRCR, FRCP;
IDSI Director of Clinical Research
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CTLM has shown a high potential to remarkably enhance the sensitivity when used as an
adjunct to mammography. Throughout our experiences with CTLM, we observed that women

”

with dense breasts can especially benefit from this new technology.

Alexander Poellinger, MD,
Charité Hospital, Berlin, Germany

3-D
Image
Fusion

3-D Surface-Rendered CTLM

CTLM + Mammo Fusion

CTLM Operator Console

CAUTION: Investigational device. Limited by Federal Law to investigational use.
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CT Laser Mammography:
Future Optical Imaging
Clinical Applications
Diagnostic

Screening

Oncology

Molecular imaging has been recognized as the new

The CTLM technical design is well-positioned to

frontier in diagnostic imaging. While CTLM is cur-

scan with multiple wavelengths and process both

rently a molecular imaging technique that utilizes the

absorption and fluorescence data. CTLM has imaged

hemoglobin molecule in the angiogenesis process

human breasts to capture pre- and post-fluorescence

as a natural marker of cancer growth, laser mam-

data using ICG and proprietary dyes.

mography may have an even greater future role in
breast cancer management as a means to assess
functional and molecular cancer characteristics.

In Vivo Fluorescence Study

Future programs may incorporate absorbing and
fluorescent probes, such as a fluorophore attached
to a protein or enzyme specific for breast cancer,
which might be injected
and fluoresce only if cancer

Fluorescent Signal

Absorption Signal

cells are present, greatly
increasing specificity. IDSI
is continuing research in
these areas as a means to
advance lesion quantifica-

Object with
fluorophore

tion and characterization.

SF-64 Images, 3 Hours Post-Injection
Optical Filters

Detectors
Incident laser light

Principles of Fluorescence Imaging

Future applications:
• Volume-rendered multimodality image fusion
• Post-biopsy bleeding and edema recovery
cycle assessments
DCIS in Upper-Outer Quadrant with Associated Microcalcifications

• DCIS characterization
• Monitoring response to neoadjuvant therapy

Scanning For Life. We believe that as laser optical breast imaging technology evolves,
we will develop a family of scanning devices, including those suitable for basic screening.
With CTLM non-invasive laser technology, women could be screened at an early age
without radiation and baseline results could be tracked over a woman’s lifetime.
This could lead to earlier cancer detection.
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